Tosin Ogunfowote
Frontend Web Developer
tofmatt@gmail.com
Ife, Nigeria.
tosinogunfowote.com
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/ogunfowotetosin
Github: github.com/tofmat 08145485678

I am a highly competent IT professional with a proven track record in designing and developing
websites, developing web applications and managing IT projects. I have strong technical skills
as well as excellent interpersonal skills, enabling me to interact with a wide range of teams and
individuals. I am eager to be challenged in order to grow and further improve my skills,
benefiting the operations of the organization that I work for.

SKILLS
HTML5 & CSS3 JAVASCRIPT VUE.JS VUETIFY NUXT VUEX SASS & LESS SCSS
TAILWIND AWS BOOTSTRAP NODE.JS WORDPRESS VERSION CONTROL/GIT REACT
SEO GOOGLE ANALYTICS CLOUDFRONT DATA STRUCTURES PROJECT
MANAGEMENT TEAMWORK

EXPERIENCE
AIRSYNQ.IO
FRONTEND ENGINEER
November 2020- Present
Uses Balloon Satellite and intelligent software for automated assessment of surveillance feeds giving rise to event detection
and real-time monitoring.

- Responsible for the UI implementations from an AdobeXD Design
- Implemented functionalities on all dashboards.
- Worked with Google maps api, worked with an api communicating with a machine learning
instance.
- Worked on a seamless user interface communicating with a hardware device.

LIBRYO
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
September 2020- December 2020.
Libryo filters all law and delivers regulations that matter to your business. Innovative regulatory software and compliance
management.

- Wrote scripts to populate legal documents on the main product.
- Worked with Playwright and Typescripts to run various scripts.

HENDRAY FINVEST
FRONTEND WEB DEVELOPER
February 2020 - September 2020
Evangelize the concepts of being participants in the global financial market and provide educational resources to interested
individuals- teaching them how to be consistent and independent profitable traders.

- Responsible for the UI implementations from a Figma Design.
- Implemented functionalities on all dashboards.
- Kick started the main project and also worked on sidelined projects with Hendray.
- Ensured the smooth running of all Frontend processes until launch.

SEEKHOSTEL
FRONTEND WEB DEVELOPER AND CTO
Jan 2019- Present.
A platform for securing and managing high-quality student accommodations in Ife. Eliminating the stress of checking out
rooms and making payments.

- Worked on all frontend development of the website for the organization till production.
- Deployed both frontend and backend applications on AWS. Using Amplify, S3, and EC2 services.
- Identified issues with existing systems and performed repairs to improve operations.
- Head the Technical team for the organization
- Initiated the rebranding of the organization which resulted in good feedback on Google Analytics.

PEEREDCAMP
WEB DEVELOPER AND INSTRUCTOR
2017 - 2019.
PEEREDCAMP is a peer to peer skill acquisition boot camp where we outsource local experts to teach registered locals soft
courses they are good at.

- Tutored Web Design and development in all cohort
- Designed and developed websites for training purposes
- Taught more than 30 individuals Web and still mentoring some of them.

- Oversaw all troubleshooting and lead other IT employees through their various processes.

FREELANCER
FRONTEND WEB DEVELOPER. (FREELANCE)
2017 - Present.

- Developed a number of Portfolio, E-Commerce Websites, and Web Applications.
- Frontend Web development with Mactavis.

EDUCATION
Computer Science and Mathematics.
Obafemi Awolowo University
Ife, Nigeria.

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
Co-Founded Seekhostel.
Organized WordCamp Ife. WordPress.
Co-Founded PeeredCamp.
Led a team of 4 in building SeekHostel.

HOBBIES AND INTERESTS
In my spare time, I read technology blogs and listen to podcasts in order to remain up to
date on upcoming technology and techniques. I enjoy playing games and watching movies.
I volunteer in a number of community programs around several Tech aspects. I also enjoy
traveling and try to do so whenever I am able to.

LANGUAGES
English. Yoruba. Little French.

